their (often inchoate) desire for a satisfying social order. Even though dissatisfaction may prompt them to go beyond the limits they had previously set on experience, they never discover a moyen de vivre that answers to all of their deepest needs. Failed narratives of self-discovery return these loners to oppressive feelings of disappointment or guilt, as the family, if it can be constituted at all, proves unable to provide comfort and security.
Broken Flowers draws an unforgettable portrait of an emotionally rootless narcissist (Bill Murray), a perpetual adolescent who, having renounced the responsibilities of family life, discovers in late middle age that he might have a son whose identity he cannot through his best efforts determine, so multifarious and toxic have been the romantic relationships he thoughtlessly pursued when younger. For Jarmusch, the individual quest to recover the past thus reveals only the dead-endedness of that male commitment to noncommitment encouraged by the sexual revolution. Broken Flowers strains the basic framework of melodrama by suggesting the ultimate unknowability of who we are, and, most importantly, the unlikeliness (given the decoupling of sexual relations from parenting) of determining who "belongs" to us. Excavating the cinematic and cultural past, Far from Heaven dramatizes how "unconventional" desire (though it demands expression) cannot be meaningfully accommodated within the rigid gender and sexual categories of that archly conservative America of a half century ago. Haynes's upper-middle-class white characters-the agonized homosexual husband (Dennis Quaid) who most reluctantly deserts his children to live another kind of life, whose contours are still to be determined, and the betrayed wife (Julianne Moore) who finds herself deeply drawn to the "Negro" gardener (Dennis Haysbert)-find themselves pushed from social prominence to marginality.
Interestingly, though products of New Hollywood independent filmmaking, both Far from Heaven and Broken Flowers seem quite traditional when read within the history of the Hollywood family melodrama, which first flourished in the 1950s. These two films, and many similar contemporary productions, reverently recycle the tragic dynamic that critic Thomas Elsaesser identifies as a major feature of the genre, particularly as it took shape in the now-celebrated films of Douglas Sirk, to whom Haynes pays an extended homage. In Broken Flowers and Far from Heaven, the pathos so important to Hollywood filmmaking in general (both the emotions portrayed in the world of the story and the feelings they arouse in viewers) are deployed toward anatomizing what Elsaesser identifies as "the contradictions of American civilization." The action of such dramas results in characters being "constantly dazzled and amazed." Such puzzlement strikes at the heart of individual and social experience:
